
Where?

PRIOR LEARNING
• Using maps and atlases, including using an index to locate places. 
• Differentiating latitude and longitude. 
• Understanding of water cycle. 
• Understand some of the ways humans can influence, and are 

influenced by, the natural environment (e.g. through deforestation and 
natural hazards).

WILDERNESS – Year 6
KEY VOCABULARY

SPECIES: A set of animals or plants in 

which the members have similar 

characteristics and can breed with each 

other. 

URBANISATION: The process by which

more and more people leave the country to

live in cities.

OR: The process of becoming more like a city.

BIODIVERSITY: The number and types

of plants and animals that exist in a

particular area.

REWILDING: The process of protecting an

environment and returning it to its natural

state.

ECOSYSTEM: All the living things in an

area and the way they affect each other

and the environment.

RUNOFF: Chemicals and animal excrement

that flow into rivers and lakes and pollute the

environment.

AGRICULTURE: Farming. TIME ZONES: The world is split into 24 time 
zones that run longitudinally.

WILDERNESS: An area of land that has not been used to grow crops or had towns and roads built on it,

especially because it is difficult to live in as a result of its extremely cold or hot weather or bad earth.

OR: An outside area in which plants are left to grow naturally or untidily.THREATS to wilderness

Climate change
Agriculture
Mining
Pollution
Urbanisation
Suppression of fire
Overfishing 
(CAMPUS O)

BENEFITS of wilderness

Biodiversity
Rewilding reference
Extreme weather protection
Water cycle regulation
Species refuge
Indigenous people’s home
Climate change protection
Enjoyment
(BREWS ICE)

Russia, Canada, Australia, 
US and Brazil contain over 

70% of remaining 
wilderness. 

Very little true wilderness 
in the UK. Wildest areas 

include Highlands, 
Snowdonia, Dartmoor
and the Peak District. 

WILDERNESS LOSS: 
77% land surface (excluding Antarctica) and 87% of the oceans 
have been modified by humans. 

Who?
Charles Darwin: British naturalist, geologist and biologist best 

known for his contributions to the science of evolution. He 

proposed that all species of life have descended from common 

ancestors.

Mary Anning: English fossil 

hunter who discovered 

several dinosaur specimens 

that assisted in the early 

development of 

palaeontology.

Alfred Wallace: 

British naturalist 

who independently

proposed the theory 

of evolution by natural 

selection.


